POWERED BY

Connect the dots between

People, Process
and Technology

UXC Eclipse Business Process Solution
The UXC Eclipse Business Process Solution provides a systematic method for defining, analysing, improving and
communicating business processes across an organisation.
The resulting business process roadmap will lead your operation along a clear path, enabling your people to adapt to new
technology, new systems and organisational change in the most positive way.

Benefits of UXC Eclipse Business Process Solution
• Interactive - Distribute to multiple locations quickly and
effectively using an interactive website
• Documentation - Business Processes are documented
and communicated in an easy to understand way

People

• Knowledge - Training and ongoing education via web
self-paced or instructor-led environment
• Repository - Easily create & modify content using a
central repository with strict version control
• Feedback - Receive and respond to employee feedback
using an interactive web-based function.
• Compliance - Dynamically link business processes/
procedures to ensure compliance and internal control.

Technology

Process

The purpose of UXC Eclipse Business Process
Solutionistoconnectthedotsbetweenpeople,
process and technology.

“

The UXC Eclipse Business Process Solution
has extended beyond enabling a successful
system implementation, it has allowed us
to gain control of the business processes
across our multi-site organisation and led to
standardisation,transparencyandefficiencies
in our business.

”

Simon Blumenthal
General Manager IT, Systems and Facilities
Disability Services Australia

A simple approach to describe & communicate how
your organisation works

The UXC Eclipse Business
Process Solution
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• Auto-model functionality with a familiar Microsoft Visio interface

Rules

• Easy to structure topic tree, similar to Microsoft Windows Explorer
folder structure
Activity

• Minimal training and immediate productivity
• Easily import existing content for a quick start
• Central repository for one reliable source of truth.

Business Process
Repository

• Easy to continuously manage and improve

Regulations

Risks

Key
Controls

• Use in-built Microsoft Word to easily create
step-by-step work instructions for each activity
within a process
• Hyperlink to key policies, rules, regulations
and risks
• In-built version control.

Revision

• Allow subject matter experts to get involved
recording information into a cohesive model
• Minimise knowledge loss from staff turnover

• Dynamically hyperlink to create a true
360 degree view of your organisation
• Easily describe What, Who, Why, When, Where
and With What

Locations

Time

Purpose

Approve

• Receive feedback from all key stakeholders

Dynamic
Hyperlinks

Roles

Risk

Improve

Describe

Communicate
Improvement

• Publish interactive business process websites tailored to your
organisation’s corporate look and feel

Feedback

• Simple and cost effective distribution of process and training
documentation across multiple locations

• Record revision notes.
Audit

• Easy to access and understand

Idea

• Educate staff on processes and how to perform the processes within
your systems
• Present documentation with a variety of graphical representations
from one source.

Features of UXC Eclipse Business Process Solution
Full 360° view of your organisation
Model, describe and communicate your business processes
and business systems across the organisation. With a
360° roadmap of your operations, you can easily visualise
(and then communicate) business processes and their links
throughout your business operations.

Collaboration will improve end-to-end processes
Allow all stakeholders to contribute in capturing the
valuable information that is scattered among your people.
Taking information out of silos and sharing it across the
business will improve your end-to-end processes.

Extend beyond process
Link together business and system modelling within one
multi-user environment for business process management,
communication, analysis & improvement, as well as risk
management, governance and compliance documentation.

Single source of the truth
Dynamic hyperlinks allow the relationships between
processes, departments, systems, rules, regulations,
risks and objectives to be managed quickly and
simply. Every process and its associated relationships
is only documented once, resulting in unambiguous
documentation - easy to continuously manage, improve
and update.

Web access
The Business Process Website houses the business
process models and associated documentation. With
graphical features such as flowcharts, screen shots
and matrices, the website provides an e-learning facility
enabling effective and economical self-paced or instructorled training.

Get online feedback
Continuously improve your business processes by
encouraging online feedback on the accuracy of your
processes as well as suggesting improvements.

Educate and understand
With a focus on education, the change management
training will explain the system basics, the business
processes, how the system functions, how it automates the
business processes and how the action of a user affects
the entire organisation.
By connecting the dots between people, processes
and technology through effective documentation and
communication, your organisation will ultimately meet and
exceed the challenges involved in change management.

The UXC Eclipse Business Process Suites
UXC Eclipse has done the hard work for you

Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 ►
Business Process Website
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012
Business Process Website displays in an
Internet Explorer window. The ‘Create
Purchase Agreement’ process flowchart
is shown together with the detailed work
instructions for the ‘Select Purchase
Agreement Commitment Type’ activity.

Using UXC Eclipse’s vast knowledge and experience in the implementation of Business Solutions, we have
developed the UXC Eclipse Business Process Suites that can be customised to your organisation’s particular
setup/configuration.
A suite of key business processes relating to a standard setup/configuration of your selected solution, the Business
Process Suite has a particular emphasis on conveying two key aspects:
• What is the process
• How to perform the process within your chosen solution.
These processes can then be customised to the particular setup / configuration / modification of the solution as
agreed during the various design and analysis workshops.
This solution will provide a base level of business process documentation to be used for ongoing education, training
and/or a change management program.

UXC Eclipse Business Process Suites are now available for:

For more information, please contact:
UK:
+44 (0)203 058 1000
enquiries@eclgrp.com
www.eclgrp.com
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